NIST MEP features Kenway Corporation in its December 18, 2013, edition of their weekly eBlast newsletter.

Kenway Corporation specializes in custom composite manufacturing and field service. The company is strategically positioned to serve customers by offering complete composite engineering and design capabilities so that they may bring both standard items as well as "one-off" special molded fabrications from the design phase, through the manufacturing phase, to the final on-site installation. Custom work and custom service are what distinguish Kenway as it manufactures product for industries ranging from marine, to coal fired power, to infrastructure, to pulp and paper, to transportation, to renewable energy. What links the company’s various business lines is: technologically advanced manufacturing techniques; products manufactured for exacting service applications; and the highest quality assurance procedures and processes.

Kenway Corporation and the MEP system:

"Kenway is an excellent example of a Maine MEP client continually reinventing themselves. They have worked with Maine MEP improving workforce skills, productivity, and competitiveness, and have built skills needed to grow and sustain their business. The company has been able to put the customer first, all the while maintaining a commitment to their valuable employees. They are a true model for success in their industry." – Muriel Mesher, Maine MEP President